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Abstract
This dissertation consisits of two chapters. Both chapters relate to the effects
of trade resistence measures commonly used in the International Trade literature.
The first chapter investigates the effects of trade costs on the extensive and intensive
margins of trade. The second chapter uses a semi-nonparametric estimation technique
to include zero trade trade values and adds additional flexibility to the estimation of
trade costs.
Trade literature has made use of the gravity equation since its introduction by
Tinbergen (1962) to measure the impact of trade barriers and country characteristics
on bilateral trade flows. The new focus of the literature separates international trade
into two separate components: 1) the extensive margin which describe the variety of
products exported, and 2) the intensive margin which describes the volume of each
variety exported. Research using the traditional gravity equation inherently assumes
that for any change in trade cost only affects the intensive margin or variable costs.
Industry level data is used to construct a modified gravity specification that allows
for the separate analysis of the extensive and intensive margin as well as their specific
contribution to the estimates of trade costs. It is shown that the extensive margin or
fixed costs do have significant contribution to the estimates in previous research using
the gravity equation. Additionally, the changing nature of trade costs investigated in
ii
past research will be shown to be in part due trade resistance measures increasing or
decreasing on the intensive margin.
Recently, there has been increased interest in estimation techniques that allow
for the presence of zeros for determining the impact covariates on international trade
flows. Traditionally, the gravity equation has been used to measure trade resistance
and geographic characteristics on bilateral trade. Recent methods have tried to cor-
rect for selection and heterogeneity bias created by the use of Ordinary Least Squares
(OLS). Allowing zero trade values in the estimation process allows for the inclusion
potentially useful information in the determination of the effects of trade costs on
bilateral trade. This paper will use a semi-nonparametric estimation that will cor-
rect for selection and heterogeneity bias. Conditional density estimation (CDE) is
a semi-nonparametric approach that allows for the inclusion of bilateral pairs with
no observed trade and for an accurate estimate of the change in the expected value
of trade given a change in the explanatory variable. The CDE method is a discrete
approximation of the density function that mimics a discrete hazard rate analyses
on the variable of interest conditional of the explanatory variables. The estimates of
geographic distance and GDPs of each country are shown to be lower using the CDE
than the standard gravity method of estimation.
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Chapter 1
Trade Costs and Margins of Trade
1.1 Introduction
Over the last 40 years, there has been tremendous growth in international
trade shown in Figure 1.1. Some of this growth has been in the variety of goods
being traded and some has been due to growth in the volume of existing goods. Since
its introduction by Tinbergen (1962), the trade literature has made use of the grav-
ity equation to analyze the impacts of trade barriers and country characteristics on
bilateral trade flows. Past research in the international trade literature has shown
that geographic barriers and cultural similarities can have large and varying impacts
on trade volume. This paper will decompose bilateral trade flows into two separate
components: 1) the extensive margin which describe the variety of products1 traded,
and 2) the intensive margin which describe the volume of each variety. This decom-
position of trade provides a better description of the impact that trade resistance
1This can be defined at the firm or industry level. At the firm level, authors will count each
firm’s output as a variety or its various product lines. At the industry level, a variety is a category
at the industry level exported from a country.
1
measures have on international trade.
This paper uses industry level data in a modified gravity specification based
on the decomposition of the margins by Hummels and Klenow (2005). This method
allows for a separate analysis of the extensive and intensive margin as well their
specific individual contributions to the trade cost estimates traditionally observed
using the gravity equation. Past research using the traditional specification of the
gravity equation assumed that setup or fixed costs associated with exporting did not
affect the trade cost estimates. In general, it is shown that trade barriers create a
significant fixed costs and matter relatively less for the variable costs.
Before exporting to a foreign country, exporters incur a fixed cost associated
with learning regulations, market characteristics, and contract enforcement of the
destination market. The trade costs affecting the extensive margin will be taken to
represent the average impact on the fixed costs of exporting which is measured using
a trade weighted count of the number of industries that export. Once the firms have
incurred the fixed cost and made the decision to export, a firm faces variable costs
of transporting its product to the destination market. The intensive margin is the
volume of each good shipped once the decision to export has been made and trade
costs impacting it represent the average impact of the variable costs. Accounting for
the extensive and intensive margins of bilateral trade separately, it is shown that the
extensive margin accounts for a large proportion of the traditional gravity estimates
attributed to trade costs which is similar to Bernard et al. (2009) and Eaton et al.
(2008) using firm level data.
Although the extensive margin accounts for a larger proportion of the trade
cost estimates for most of the sample, in later years there is a rising trend for some
measures of trade costs on the the intensive margin. This could be due to a change
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in the composition of bilateral trade for many countries. Using Rauch (1999), the
industry data is broken down into homogeneous and differentiated good classifications
which the author argues are different due to the available information on type of good.
The results provide evidence that certain trade cost measures have different effects
on each margin due to the good classification. Additionally, Carrere et al. (2009)
provide evidence that the rising negative impact of distance on bilateral trade can be
partially explained by low income countries. This paper briefly examines a breakdown
of countries by income levels and distance to investigate the effects at each margin of
trade. High income countries have continually benefited from a lower implied fixed
costs with respect to distance but all countries face similar variable costs.
Section II provides a review of past and current research on the extensive and
intensive margins along with a general introduction of the use of trade cost proxies
used in the literature. Section III discusses the model used in the current paper to
create the extensive and intensive margin. Section IV reports the results with general
comments on the implied interpretation, and section V describes robustness checks
on the current model. Section VI concludes with comments on further work.
1.2 Literature Review
Early theoretical work incorporating the extensive and intensive margins of
trade focused on the entry and exit of firms where firm heterogeneity is important to
whether a firm decides to export. Melitz (2003) built a model of heterogeneous firms
in which less productive firms sell products only for the domestic market while more
productive firms choose to export as well as sell domestically. Helpman et al. (2008)
incorporate Melitz’s theoretical model to create tractable model that accounts for the
3
extensive margin in the empirical estimation of a gravity style model. The estimation
technique takes advantage of the zeros present in aggregate bilateral trade flow data
and to deduce the productivity of firms within a country. If the productivity of an
individual firm is above some threshold, a firm finds it profitable to export due to its
ability to overcome its fixed costs otherwise the firms would only produce domestically.
The Helpman et al. (2008) description of the extensive margin shows that
observable aggregate trade flows and country characteristics can identify the marginal
exporter in the source country to determine the fraction of exporting firms. The
authors’ results indicated that not accounting for the extensive margin caused upward
bias in the estimates of trade costs in the traditional gravity equation. Although the
procedures developed create unbiased estimates of the impact of trade costs on the
intensive margin, once the researcher accounts for the extensive margin, the authors
did not specifically estimate the extensive margin. This method does not allow for
comparison of the relative impact of the two margins. The current paper utilizes the
decomposition of Hummels and Klenow (2005) allowing for the estimation of trade
costs on each margin and does not depend on the modeling of firm heterogeneity used
in early theoretical models.
Hummels and Klenow (2005) develops a method that separates trade values
into the extensive and intensive margin and to estimate trade costs for each margin
individually. The authors did not deal with trade costs directly, or indirectly, in their
paper, but instead used their decomposition of the margins to estimate whether larger
economies export a greater volume of each good or a wider variety of all goods. The
fact that larger economies export a larger absolute amount of goods in comparison
to smaller economies is well known, but whether it was due to a larger variety or
greater volume of each good had not been investigated. Hummels and Klenow (2005)
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conclude that richer economies export a larger variety of goods along with higher
quality of goods than lower income economies. Furthermore, they show that the
extensive margin accounted for roughly 62% percent of this trade by larger economies
with the intensive margin accounting for the other 38%.
Other studies investigate the extent of firm heterogeneity, or number of ex-
porting firms, using micro-level datasets and indicate that the extensive margin is
important to understanding the effect of trade costs. One such study is Bernard et
al. (2007) where the authors use unique data of all cross border transactions related
to the United States for all importing and exporting firms between 1992 and 2000.
The adjustments on both the number of products and destinations for which firms
in the U.S. export2 is influenced primarily by the extensive margin with respect to
distance. Although the authors add to the understanding of U.S. exporters and the
impacts of distance on the extensive and intensive margin, all results are focused on
the U.S. as the source or destination country without analysis on other countries.
Anderson and van Wincoop (2004) survey the literature on the effects of trade
costs and note the difficulties of measuring and breaking down separate components
of trade costs. The authors review the direct measures of trade cost which include
transportation costs and tariffs, and indirect measures or inferred proxies that are
commonly used in trade literature. This paper will focus on the indirect measures
but will briefly discuss the direct measures and the notable problems with their use.
Although direct measures such as tariffs, non-tariff barriers3, and transporta-
tion costs can affect trade costs, Anderson and van Wincoop (2004) comment on the
fact that such direct measures are limited, and in many cases, inaccurate due to wide
variations across different industries in each country. Transport costs are limited sim-
2The results are similar for importers in the U.S.
3Term can refer to import restrictions, anti-dumping measures, complex regulations, etc.
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ply because the information is considered private and other barriers, such as contract
enforcement and information barriers, are not directly measurable. For these reasons
and others, observable proxies will represent trade costs in place of direct measures to
show the connection between cost and trade flows. Common proxies for trade costs
include distance, common border, common language, and legal origin.
1.3 Model
The model will follow the Hummels and Klenow (2005) decomposition to create
a country’s relative bilateral extensive and intensive export margins4 with each of its
respective destination partners. Consumers purchase up to Nj categories of goods in
country j where these goods are differentiated across categories and each country in
set M . Hummels and Klenow (2005) describe this in the context that trucks and cars
are separate observable categories while we can also distinguish between cars from
Germany and Japan. Consumers in country j minimize their expenditures,
Yj =
M∑
j=1
Nj∑
ω=1
pij(ω)xij(ω) (1.1)
subject to
Uj =
 M∑
j=1
 Nj∑
ω=1
xij(ω)
α
 1α , 0 < α < 1 (1.2)
where the specification is commonly referred to as Dixit-Stiglitz or “love of variety”
model. The variable x(ω) is the quantity of variety ω consumed in j, N is the number
4There also exists an extensive and intensive import margin but I choose to follow Hummels and
Klenow (2005). Their decomposition of export margin was adapted from Feenstra (1994) which
shows the impact of new varieties on the country’s import price index. It can be shown that when
new varieties are added to the available set of goods, this lowers the country’s import price index.
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of symmetric categories in set M that are exported to j, p is the price of each variety in
country j, and α is a measure substitutability between each variety, which is α = σ−1
1
5.
Demand in country j for a category ω exported from i is
xi(ω) =
pi(ω)
−σYj
P 1−σj
and Pj =
{
M∑
i=1
(ˆ Ni
ω=0
pij(ω)
1−σδω
)} 11−σ
, (1.3)
where Pj is the price index of all varieties that can be consumed in country j. Income
in country j is represented by the parameter Yj and pi(ω) is the price paid in country
j for variety ω.
Solving for the relative import demand for country j
Xij
Xkj
= EMijIMij , (1.4)
where k represents the world which will be used as the reference country in all the
following equations. The variable Xij are the exports from country i to j and Xkj
are the exports from the world to j. The ratio of Xij and Xkj is simply the share of
exports from country i to j of all exports sent to country j from the world which will
be henceforth be referred to as the bilateral margin6. The variable EMij represents
the extensive margins and IMij is the intensive margin.
The exporter’s extensive margin will be defined in such a way that is not de-
pendent on the bilateral pairs observed volume of trade in any good ω. The extensive
margin is represented as
EMij =
∑M
i=1Xkj(ω) ∗ I [I = 1 : Xij(ω) > 0]
Xkj
, (1.5)
5Elasticity of substitution (σ) is assumed to be greater than 1 and constant across categories and
countries.
6Hummels and Klenow (2005) refer to this as the Overall Margin.
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where Xkj(ω) is the value of exports in good ω for which the destination country
j imports from the world and I [•] is an indicator function that is one if country i
also exports good ω to country j in the given period.7 This derivation captures the
variety of goods in set Nj that a country imports from country i in a given period.
The advantage of representing the extensive margin this way is that it can be thought
of as weighting the variety of goods that country j imports from a particular source
country by the variety of goods in set M that j imports from the rest of the world.
By using a reference country k, a category for which trade only exists for countries
i and j will not appear important just because j imports in that category alone. A
further description is given in the data section on specific bilateral pairs margins of
trade.
The intensive margin is represented as
IMij =
Xij∑M
m=1Xkj(m) ∗ I [I = 1 : Xij(m) > 0]
, (1.6)
where Xij is similarly defined as above in equation 1.4 and the denominator is the
same as the numerator in equation 1.5. Using a similar weighting structure for the
intensive margin, the value of trade from the source country i to country j is weighted
against the world’s value of trade to j in the same categories. Using these two
decompositions, ceteris paribus, countries which export relatively few goods, or when
exports are highly concentrated in a few industries, will tend to have a larger bilateral
intensive margin. If instead, exports are diversified across many industries or are less
concentrated, countries will have a relatively larger extensive margin.
7Although the extensive and intensive are consistent across countries in each period, these mea-
sures are not consistent across time. Feenstra (2010) suggests a modification that allows the measures
to remain consistent across countries and years. The results in this paper did not change substan-
tially and the conclusions still hold.
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Hummels and Klenow (2005) note that the extensive “margin may be sensitive
to the level of aggregation” in the measurement of trade between a country pair.
The variety of exports by a country is V = NM , where only M is observable and
N is the number of unobservable firms within industry M . This complicates the
interpretation of the intensive and extensive margin because I only observe when an
industry enters or exits the export market. As mentioned above, previous research
has focused on the entry and exit of exporting firms but, in this paper, entry by a firm
in a previously exporting industry leads to an increase in the intensive rather than the
extensive margin. Only in cases where the industry was not previously exporting to
the destination do I observe an increase in the extensive margin. The Hummels and
Klenow (2005) approach would map directly into the theoretical work on exporting
firms if each producer within an Standard International Trade Classification (hereafter
SITC) category had the same technology or each SITC category represented a product
produced by a unique firm.
Although a simple count of all observable categories that a country exports
is possible as an alternative to the measure of the extensive margin, Hummels and
Klenow (2002) notes that this type of measure tends to give equal weight to the two
countries’ exports in different industries of unequal size (i.e. automobiles exported
from Japan and toys exported from China would have equivalent weight using this
measure). This is the primary reason for the authors’ contention that a weighted
count of a country’s imports relative to some reference country is a better measure
of the extensive margin.
The product of the extensive and intensive margins produces a modified gravity
9
specification which includes the additional term Xwj:
OVij = EMij ∗ IMij = Xij
Xwj
=
(
YiYj
Yw
)(
τij
ΠiPj
)1−σ
1
Xwj
. (1.7)
The variable Yw is the GDP of the world and the subscripts i and j represent the
GDP’s of the exporting and importing countries. The variables Πi and Pj are often
referred to as outward and inward multilateral resistance. Anderson and van Wincoop
(2004) describe both terms as the average resistance to trade between all bilateral
pairs including the country under observation. The variable Πi captures resistance of
exporting and will increase bilateral trade into country j when there exists high resis-
tance to exporting to other markets. The resistance term Pj indicates the resistance
of all other countries exporting to market j and higher resistance will lead to higher
bilateral trade between country i and j. Anderson and van Wincoop (2004) show
that omitting these multilateral resistance terms can cause omitted variable bias and
accounting for them is difficult because these multilateral resistance terms are unob-
served. Previous authors using the gravity specification have used price indices as a
measure of the multilateral resistance or custom programming in order to estimate
the resistance terms. Country fixed effects are employed to account for Πi and Pj.
Feenstra (2007) indicates that using destination and source country fixed effects give
consistent estimates and that the benefit of using custom programming to back out
the the estimates of the multilateral resistance terms is relatively small in comparison.
For any given amount of goods shipped, factors associated with costs and
risks to the exporter must be analyzed to understand how bilateral trade is affected.
These are represented by τij
8 and are assumed greater than 1 for all goods shipped
to country j from country i. This is referred to as iceberg trade costs and represents
8τij > 1 for all i 6= j and τij = 1 for domestic production.
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that for one unit of a good to arrive in country j, more than one unit must be shipped.
It can be interpreted as all costs that must be incurred to get the final product to its
destination and indicates that some goods will be lost or damaged in transit. Iceberg
trade costs take the functional form
τij = D
γ
ije
βZij+uij , (1.8)
where D represents the distance between the source and destination countries and
Z is a vector of observable cost proxies used to represent trade costs that will be
discussed further in the following section. The error term, u, is assumed to be nor-
mally distributed which is standard in the literature and measures unobserved trade
resistance in equation (1.8).
Taking the log of equation (1.7), as is typical of the gravity specification, leads
to the specification that will estimated,
ovij = emij + imij = b0 + γdij + βZij + ξi + κj + uij , (1.9)
where lower case letters identify the log of the original variables. Also note that ξi
is the exporter fixed effect equal to lnpii + yi and κj is the importer country fixed
effect equal to lnPj + yj − xwj. Since OLS is a linear operator, the estimates of each
margin sum to the estimates of bilateral margin which will be similar to traditional
gravity estimates. The extensive and intensive margins will be estimated similarly to
equation (1.9) where each will produce an estimate of the trade cost effect for each
margin. For comparison of estimates on the intensive and extensive margin, each
coefficient must be compared through its contribution to the estimates of each trade
cost on the bilateral trade. This is due to the fact that the dependent variable in
11
each equation measure different aspects of the bilateral trade.
1.4 Data
1.4.1 Extensive and Intensive Margin
The dataset include the value of bilateral trade flows for 173 countries9 from the
UNComtrade database10 and is reported at the 5 digit level for the years 1962-2009.
Each individual 5 digit SITC will be understood to represent an individual industry
that will be represented in the model as a separate good in set Nj. As mentioned in
the above section, there are an unobservable number of categories within each good
ω11. The extensive and intensive margin can be calculated using the combination of
the data along with the equations described in Section 3.
The trade margins are created from the UN Comtrade data and Table 1.3
presents the three constructed measures for North America Free Trade Agreement
(NAFTA)12 with the inclusion of China and Germany for the year 1995. We include
China because it is a major trading partner of the NAFTA countries while Germany
is one of the largest exporters of product varieties. For all exporters represented in
Table 1.3, the extensive margin is above 82% except Mexico (exporter) and Canada
(importer) at 49%. Looking at the first row where Canada is the exporter and China
is the importer, the relative extensive margin for Canada is 89%. This indicates that
China imports 89% of the same product categories from Canada that it also imports
from the world.
9A complete list of countries is provided in the Appendix, Table 1.1.
10The data can be obtained at the website http://comtrade.un.org/.
11As an example, we can observe motorcycles with or without sidecars (7851) but not the categories
broken down by engine size.
12Members include the United States, Mexico, and Canada.
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For most of the bilateral pairs represented in Table 1.3, the trade weighted
volumes are below 20% represented by the intensive margin. Only the USA as the
exporter with partner countries Canada and Mexico have an intensive margin above
20%. Looking again at the top row, the volume of each product category imported
by China relative to the volume in the same product categories imported from the
world is 2.38%. This percentage shows that, when we consider the same product
categories imported from both the world and Canada, Canada’s exports account for
2.38% of the total volume of imports by China in these SITC categories. The last
column represents the share of exports from Canada to China relative to the what
the world exports to China is 2.12%, or simply the trade share.
Figures 1.2, 1.3, and 1.4 represent the median value of each margins for all
exporters for the period 1962-2009. Figure 1.1 indicates that the extensive margin, or
median number of varieties for all countries, have been increasing since the mid 1980s
and was relatively stable before this period. The intensive margin or the median
volume of trade has been on a continual decline since the beginning of the sample.
As countries increase the number of varieties exported, the volume of each variety
is falling as the country’s number of industries expand or the country’s industries
becomes less concentrated. Figure 1.3 indicates that the bilateral margin or share
of trade relative to the world has continually declined. As countries export more
varieties and expand the destinations to which they export, the share of the import
market for an exporter has continually declined which can be seen in the bilateral
margin.
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1.4.2 Covariates
The variables used in this paper are standard in the literature and proxy for
trade costs faced by countries exporting goods. The variables common language,
contiguity, and common legal origin13 are from Head et al. (2010)14. The common
language variable is used to capture ease of communicating information of traded
goods between a bilateral pair and equals 1 if both share a common primary or official
language and zero otherwise. Anderson and van Wincoop (2004) refer to a common
language as an “established network of translation” which can lower the cost of trade
between two countries. Adjacency captures the geographical proximity that can lower
trade costs that are not captured by the distance variable. Adjacency can lead to more
options when shipping goods across national borders and, in most cases, an obvious
long standing connection between the country pair. The contiguity variable may also
represent cultural similarities through continued interaction between individual in the
bilateral pair.
Legal origin is a binary variable which equals 1 when the bilateral pair share
the same legal origin and 0 otherwise. The legal origins were defined as either En-
glish common law, French civil law, Austro-Hungarian (Germanic) law, Scandinavian
law, and Socialist. Differences in legal origins can affect the type of regulations and
enforcement of contracts within a country where exporters with similar legal origins
have a better understanding of them. This familiarity is an advantage to exporters
with similar structured legal system who have the ability to navigate through the
procedures and have an increased understanding of the legal enforcement they face in
13In the original version of this paper, a variable representing whether a country is a current colony
of the partner in the observed year was used in the estimations. This variable was dropped due to
its instability in years after 1995 because of the relatively few countries that exist as colony in later
years.
14The data is available at CEPII at http://www.cepii.fr/anglaisgraph/bdd/gravity.htm.
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the importing country. Porta et al. (2008) indicate countries that have French civil
origin are known to have more government ownership as well as more regulations
within the country, while countries with English common law tend to have stronger
property rights and contract enforcement which could affect an exporter’s decision
about the destination of its goods.
The variables colonial relationship, common colonizer, landlocked and dis-
tance is also obtained from CEPII15. The colonial relationship variable is 1 if one
of the bilateral pair has ever been a colony of the other and 0 otherwise. The data
provides information on multiple colonizers of individual countries which is used in
creating this variable. Using the colonizer information, a common colonizer variable
is created to represent if two countries shared a common colonizer. An example of
such a circumstance is the United States and Canada which were both colonized by
Great Britain. A colonial relationship and common colonizer represents a historical
connection between a bilateral pair that can increase trade between a bilateral pair.
Distance between each bilateral pair is calculated using the great circle distance
and represents the proxies for the costs of shipping to a partner country as well as
uncertainty with less familiar markets farther from the domestic market. The distance
is measured in kilometers between the most populous city in each country and, as
noted by Anderson and van Wincoop (2004), it may capture more than the variable
costs between countries. Huang (2007) notes that exporters benefit from geographic
proximity to its trading partners through greater access to information about traded
products especially when the good is classified as a differentiated product. In the
contest of the current model, the estimate of distance on the extensive margin could
15The data can be obtained at http://www.cepii.fr/htm under dist cepii.dta and geo cepii.dta.
Colonial relationship and common colonizer are also available in Head et al. (2010) but only only
1945. The current data is available for all years.
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represent the uncertainty or familiarity with the destination market and while the
estimate on the intensive margin is the variable cost. Exporters will be less familiar
with more distant markets representing a higher fixed cost for the source country and
higher transportation cost.
A religion variable is used to capture a cultural aspect that a bilateral pair
share that lowers the trade costs. The variable is constructed using the methods of
Helpman et al. (2008). The measure indicates the probability16of picking an indi-
vidual from each country who share the same religion and the higher the probability
between a bilateral pair indicates that the respective cultures are relatively closer.
The percentage of individuals belonging to a religious sect is available at the CIA’s
“The World Factbook”17. The variables island and landlocked are included to rep-
resent geographic barriers that will impede trade between two countries. Island is a
binary variable which is 1 if either country in a bilateral pair is an island and zero
otherwise. The landlocked variable is similarly defined when one of the countries in
a bilateral pair is a landlocked country.
1.5 Results
1.5.1 Pooled
In this section, I first report the results for the pooled regression to show that
the main premise that trade costs affect the extensive margin or fixed costs. The
pooled results will be reported using every five years starting in 1962 and ending in
16The calculation is a dot product of 3 observed religions: Protestant, Catholic, and Islam. I test
the inclusion of Eastern Orthodox with no noticeable change in the estimates.
17The 2009 publication is available https://www.cia.gov/library/publications/the-world-factbook.
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200718. Later in this section, estimates of cross section at five year intervals are shown
and indicate that the observed coefficients are relatively stable with no large increases
or decreases across each period.
The pooled results are reported in Table 1.4 with exporter-year and importer-
year fixed effects to capture the inward and outward multilateral resistance terms.19
The estimates for the bilateral margin are in the third column and have the the
expected signs as well as having consistent magnitudes with prior results using the
traditional gravity equation. The first column of the table show the results for the
extensive margin and the second column is the intensive where the two columns
coefficients sum to the bilateral margin in column 3. Notice that the two margins
have varying effects (contributions) to the estimates observed in the bilateral margins.
This indicates that the varieties and volume of trade are not similarly impacted by
trade cost. As previously stated, the estimated coefficients for trade costs on the
extensive margin are representative of the fixed costs of the variable while on the
intensive margin coefficients represent the average variable costs costs of shipping
goods to a trade partner.
The distance coefficient on the bilateral margin is negative and large which is
common in all prior research indicating that exports decrease between a bilateral pair
as the geographical distance increases. The inverse relationship is well known in trade
literature and Anderson and van Wincoop (2004) note that the distance measure in
the traditional estimation may be a proxy for more than just transportation costs.
The estimated coefficient on the distance variable for the extensive margin represents
18Due to constraints, it is not possible to run pooled results on all observed years. I also tried
using every two,three, and four year pools with different starting and ending dates with no significant
changes in any variable. All results remained consistent with the five year pooled results. For these
reasons, I estimate a pooled regression on every five years of the data.
19Anderson and van Wincoop (2004) noted the importance of the inclusion of fixed effects captur-
ing the inward and outward multilateral terms for unbiased estimation of the gravity specification.
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the fixed costs related to the distance between trade partners. The coefficient on the
intensive margin is capturing the average variable costs of shipping goods to a trade
partner.
The estimate on distance in the extensive margin represents 56% of the ob-
served coefficient in the bilateral margin which indicates, with respect to distance,
a larger portion of the cost faced by the exporter is due to uncertainty with larger
geographic distances. When exporting to a distant market, industries face a greater
proportion of the costs entering a market due to uncertainty where as, once these in-
dustries are in place, the volume these industries choose to send accounts for a lower
proportion of the costs. The estimate on distance also indicates that 1% change in
distance would result in a less than proportional change in varieties and volume. The
combined effect on the bilateral trade causes a more than proportional effect causing
a 1.28% decrease in bilateral trade between countries.
Other variables that also indicate a larger portion of the coefficient observed
in the traditional estimates of the gravity equation are due to the fixed costs are
religion, common language, and common colonizer. The common language coefficient
on the extensive is the only contributor to the bilateral margin estimates where the
intensive margin is insignificant. The benefits of a common language are found solely
on the extensive margin indicating that ease of communication between countries who
trade increases the number of products that can penetrate the market. The common
language variable increases the trade weighted varieties by roughly 35%.
For the variable religion, like distance, although both trade margins contribute
to the coefficient observed on the bilateral margin, a larger proportion can be at-
tributed to the extensive margin, roughly 62%. This variable captures cultural simi-
larities between trading partners where more varieties are traded when countries have
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similar cultures. Helpman et al. (2008) found similar results for religion and common
language where these bilateral characteristics primarily impact the fixed costs of ex-
porting but not the volume of bilateral trade between the country pair. The results
indicate that using a larger sample of countries and years, than was previously used
by Helpman et al. (2008), that religion as an exclusion variable may not be valid and
that common language may be more applicable as an exclusion variable. This will be
become more apparent when the cross sections are discuss below.
The last variable that helps overcome the fixed costs faced by the exporter is
the common colonizer variable. The extensive margin accounts for 70% of the ob-
served coefficient in the traditional gravity specification leading to increased access for
industries in each country’s market. It is commonly argued that countries choose to
colonize based on the abundant supply of natural resources from locations because the
colonizer lacked those resources in the domestic market. This could be an indication
that trade is occurring because these countries are abundant in different resources
which is an argument used commonly to advocate inter-industry trade. When the
colonizer took control of a country there could have been cultural transfers which
would play a part in reducing the fixed costs faced by the source country. Theses
cultural transfers will further increase the trade weighted varieties between bilateral
trade partners sharing a common colonizer.
The variables that reduce the variable costs and are a larger portion of the
observed coefficients in the traditional gravity equation are common legal origin and
contiguity. The common legal variable captures the increased volume that can be
shipped to countries with a similar set of procedures. The similarities in legal stan-
dards help exporters navigate procedures and regulations in the importers market
thus increasing the trade weighted volume shipped. Contiguity may be capturing the
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increased options that are available for transporting products to neighbors so source
countries can ship a greater volume of each product.
The results reported in Table 1.5 have an added time trend of each variable to
capture the direction of movement of each variable through time in the sample. Much
of the movement of trade costs is on the intensive margin while the extensive margin
is relatively stable through time. The absolute value of the coefficient on the distance
variable on the intensive and bilateral margin is increasing (larger negative number)
with time in the sample. This feature of an increasing coefficient on the intensive
margin is also apparent in variables common language, religion, contiguity, and com-
mon colonizer while the colonial variable, island, and landlocked are decreasing with
time.
1.5.2 Cross Sections
Cross sections are also estimated for the bilateral, intensive, and extensive
margins, and are presented at five year intervals in Tables 1.6, 1.7, and 1.8 using
importer and exporter fixed effects20. The cross sections allow one to analyze the
changing patterns of the trade cost proxies on the bilateral margin and more specif-
ically on the extensive and intensive margins. The bilateral margin estimates of the
observable trade costs are presented in Table 1.6 and all coefficients are similar to
prior estimates of the gravity equation.
Variables undergoing a noticeable change across each five year cross section
are distance, language, religion, and colonial relationships. The trade cost distance
20The patterns of the bilateral, intensive and extensive are similar for the 48 year period of the
dataset. The coefficients for each cross section are shown in Figures 1.5-1.7 without confidence
intervals for neatness over the 48 year period. Figures 1.5-1.7 with confidence intervals at 95% are
available upon request
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becomes larger across each period which is a common observation in trade literature
using a gravity type specification which Brun et al. (2005) remark as a paradoxical
result. The benefits of a common language and religion are increasing over each
cross section providing further increasing bilateral trade between partner countries
sharing these common characteristics. The effects of the colonial variable capturing
the benefits of country pairs that share a historical relationship that positively impacts
bilateral trade is diminishing through each cross section. I will further investigate
these changes across cross sections on the extensive and intensive margin.
Table 1.7 presents the results of the extensive margin. Table 1.8 are the
results for the intensive margin of the cross sections at five year intervals. As men-
tioned above, distance has a large negative impact on the bilateral margin where the
extensive margin accounts for 56%-67% of the negative effect on bilateral trade until
roughly the year 2002. Only after 2002 does the extensive margin account for less
than 50% of the contribution to the coefficients typically observed in the bilateral
margin. Thus, the fall in varieties, or the number of industries which export, to a
particular destination account for a large proportion of the observed coefficient on
distance in the bilateral margin for much of the sample.
Note that the distance effect attributed to the intensive margin is continually
increasing throughout the sample in each cross section while the coefficient on the
extensive margin has been relatively stable. This increase of the coefficient on the
intensive margin has steadily increased the distance effect observed in the bilateral
margin. This effect on the bilateral margin has been has been a puzzle studied in re-
cent research where authors have used nonlinear estimation methods or concentration
on country income groupings to try to resolve the puzzle.21. These results indicate
21Brun et al. (2005), Coe et al. (2007), and Carrere et al. (2009)
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that the increase in the gravity equation observed in prior research on the implied
cost of distance on trade flows is primarily due to the intensive margin or variable
costs.
For the increasing coefficients observed on the bilateral margin across each
period, religion and common language are due to the contribution by the intensive
margins as well. The religion, capturing some common culture similarities between
trading partners, is increasing on the intensive margin across each cross section leading
to a greater volume of each product to be exported from a source country. The
increasing coefficient on the common language variable is an indication that ease
of communication is not only important for initially exporting a product but, later
in the sample, it becomes more important in the shipping of the products. The
increasing coefficients could signify a change in the composition of trade which will
be investigated later in this section.
Colonial relationship estimates are large and significant on both the extensive
and intensive margins. For most of the sample, the contribution to the bilateral
margin is evenly split between both margins but notice that the estimates are falling
consistently for both margins of trade. The relatively high contribution in the 1960s
and 1970s by both margins, or the relatively low implied fixed and variable costs,
can be attributed to the investments made by the colonizers before independence.
Although past colonial relationships have an increased impact on both variety and
volume, this effect has fallen which is consistent with the observation of Head et al.
(2010). The effect on the extensive and intensive margin due to colonial relationship
has fallen by 57% and 52%, respectively. It is possible that new investments did
not occur after independence leading to depreciation of the existing capital which
outpaced replacement lowering the benefits to the fixed and variable costs that the
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relationship created.
The colonial relationship variable is particularly interesting due to what it
implies about the way colonizers chose their colonies. The fall in the contribution of
the intensive margin for a past colonial relationship indicates the the primary purpose
of this relationship was to export resources back to the colonizer. The increase in
access to the market has diminished but is still present. This is similar to Acemoglu
et al. (2001) finding that colonies were setup as extractive type states with the sole
purpose of sending natural resources back to the colonizer. After independence, this
relationship has fallen in importance, but it still gives industries a reduction in fixed
and variable costs, although diminished.
To check the robustness of the estimates, in the next section Rauch (1999)
classifications for homogeneous and differentiated goods is applied to the industry
data. Furthermore, the distance variable will be interacted with country income clas-
sifications reported by World Bank’s WDI22 to check whether the observed increasing
coefficient on distance can be explained through the difference in income levels of
source countries.
1.5.3 Rauch Classification and Distance
Rauch (1999) creates a classification system for SITC 4 digit categories that
describe an industry as either producing a homogeneous or heterogeneous type of
good. Homogeneous goods are traded on organized exchanges and information is
readily available on such goods. In contrast, heterogeneous or differentiated goods,
lack a reference price which means that information on the goods is harder to obtain
22The World Development Indicators are available on available online at
http://data.worldbank.org/data-catalog/world-development-indicators
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causing characteristics shared by each country to reduce the cost of obtaining product
information. An adjustment must be made to the data in the current paper since the
data is at the SITC 5 digit level, thus I must aggregate the data to the 4 digit level.
Casella and Rauch (2002) show that reduction in transaction costs occur across
international borders through through information channels and decrease the uncer-
tainty related to enforcement of contracts in the destination country. Exporters incur
costs when sending goods to a foreign market but will more likely export to mar-
kets where stronger ties exist between the exporting and importing country. These
international networks also reduce the costs exporters incur in a destination market
through increased knowledge of opportunities in the foreign market. Rauch (1999)
show that proximity, common language and colonial relationship are important in
trade of differentiated products in comparison to homogeneous goods across interna-
tional borders. This is due to the available information on the two types of goods
where homogeneous goods are traded on organized exchanges or have a reference price
and differentiated products lack a reference price.
The literature23 suggests that unfamiliarity (lack of security) with institutions
and contract enforcement in a partner country can increase an exporter’s uncertainty
of sending goods across national borders leading to higher implied trade costs between
the source and destination country. Distance as a measure of familiarity with the
destination market by the exporter could capture this uncertainty with institutions
and enforcement of contracts. This measure will also show differences across countries
due to their level of income.
23(Anderson and Marcouiller, 2002) and (Huang, 2007)
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1.5.3.1 Homogeneous and Differentiated Goods
The first three columns of Table 1.924 are the 5 year pooled results from 1962-
2007 if the good is classified as homogeneous by Rauch (1999) for the extensive,
intensive, and bilateral margins. That last three columns of Table 1.925 report the
results on the differentiated goods classification. A grayish color are added to some
rows to indicate trade cost estimates that show little difference when goods are sep-
arated this way. Distance is again large on the bilateral margin and once we identify
the type of good, the variable similarly impact each margin although a slightly larger
portion is attributed to the intensive margin for differentiated goods. For differenti-
ated goods, the coefficient on distance is only slightly larger which shows that goods
with relatively less information do not necessarily face higher fixed and variable cost
with respect to geographic distance.
Common language lowers the fixed costs for goods classified as "differentiated"
and has no effect for goods classified as "homogeneous". Countries sharing a common
language help convey information about differentiated products leading to increased
trade from the shared characteristic. This effect is similar for the common religion
variable which shows that countries that are cultural similar benefit in increased
variety and volume of differentiated goods. Intuitively, consumers in other countries
have more available information on homogeneous goods which means less information
needs to be disseminated to the public about the product.
Adjacency and colonial relationship increase trade through both lower variable
costs and the trade-weighted variety for each classification of trade. The difference
24Tables 1.10, 1.11, and 1.12 are the results for the cross section at 5 year intervals for the intensive,
extensive and bilateral margins when the good is classified as a homogeneous
25Tables 1.13, 1.14, and 1.15 are the results for the cross section at 5 year intervals for the intensive,
extensive and bilateral margins when the good is classified as a differentiated
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in the estimates for each classification is in the intensive margin of trade. Conti-
guity increases the volume of goods traded possibly through increased options for
transporting goods for countries in close proximity. The coefficient for colonial rela-
tionship is large for both homogeneous and differentiated goods. The variable appears
to improve the the volume of trade for differentiated goods through the long standing
relationship.
1.5.3.2 Rising Distance
There has been some recent work looking at the paradoxical result of the ris-
ing distance coefficient in the literature while using a gravity specification. Using
an interaction term for the exporters income classification and the distance between
a bilateral, the modified gravity specification is estimated again with this term in-
cluded26. Carrere et al. (2009) provide evidence that the lowest income classification
are responsible for the increasing coefficient on distance observed in studies using the
traditional gravity specification.27 The results for the interaction terms are reported
for pooled regressions in Table 1.16 and the cross sections at five year intervals in
Table 1.17.
Table 1.17 shows that the coefficient on the distance for high-income countries
is still rising on the bilateral margin. For the other income levels, the cost associated
with distance has been relatively stable since 1982. This provides evidence that lower
income countries are not causing the rising coefficient on distance seen in recent
literature. This stability is due to the offsetting affects of a decreasing costs on the
26The World Bank classifications are high, high middle, low middle, and low income levels and
published in 2006.
27The number of zero trade values could also be affecting the coefficient on distance. The gravity
equation drops these values leading to selection bias in the estimation. The percentage of zero trade
values by income levels are shown in Figure 1.8. This problem will be investigated in future research.
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extensive margins and increasing costs on the intensive margin.
High-income countries seem to face the same relative uncertainty or fixed costs
throughout the sample period possibly due to the large service sectors specializing
in information transmission. The other exporters have faced less uncertainty with
respect to distance since 1982 . These observations are readily apparent in Figure
1.9 showing the decrease in the extensive margin on all income levels except the
highest income level. Although the extensive margin is not decreasing for the richest
countries, they have benefited from lower uncertainty across all years as well as lower
costs represented by distance on the bilateral margin.
Additionally all income levels have faced an increasing coefficient on the inten-
sive margin with similar movements for all income levels. This means, with respect to
transportation costs, all countries face the same costs which indicates that no country
has an advantage in shipping goods across national borders. Figure 1.6 shows the
same information exists in all cross sections.
1.6 Conclusion
Trade literature use of the traditional gravity specification inherently assumes
that the variety of goods or fixed costs are not affected by the trade barrier estimates.
The literature has increasingly focused on the separate components of trade, the
extensive and intensive margins where the former is the variety of goods exported and
the latter is the volume of each good traded. Using the decomposition by Hummels
and Klenow (2005), this analysis shows the gravity model can be modified to represent
the extensive and intensive margins for a separate analysis of each margin, as well
as each’s contribution to the estimates seen in the traditional gravity specification.
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In general, trade barriers create a significant fixed cost that can help explain the
relatively large impacts trade resistence measures still have on bilateral trade. The
variable costs matter relatively less for trade cost.
The results have shown that distance increases the fixed and variable costs
faced by exporters. Additionally, common language, religion, and common colonizer
decrease the fixed costs associated with exporting thus increasing the trade-weighted
varieties sent to the destination country. The variables common legal origin and
contiguity increase the trade weighted volume of each good by lowing the implied
variable costs. In the cross section estimates, the estimates of trade costs on the
bilateral margin are shown to become more (less) important over each period where
most of the movement is due to the intensive margin.
Rauch (1999) classifications of goods are added to the model, the information
costs associated with homogeneous and heterogeneous goods can be shown with the
differences in the estimated coefficients. Differences in the way trade costs affect
commodities and differentiated goods is apparent on the variables common language,
common religion, contiguity, and colonial relationship. Common language and religion
become relatively more important when the good is classified as differentiated and
contiguity becomes much more important on the intensive margin.
Separating countries by income levels indicates that the distance variable on
the extensive margin has been falling since the mid-1980s while distance on the in-
tensive margin has increased. Even as the fixed costs for all income levels, except the
richest countries, have fallen since the mid-1980s, the highest income level countries
have benefited from lower fixed costs in all years. The estimates on the bilateral mar-
gin have slightly decreased for the all but the highest and lowest income levels which
means the paradoxical rising distance still only exists for those two income levels.
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Appendix A Feenstra 1994
Feenstra (1994) for the adjustment to the import price index when new vari-
eties are introduced into a market, where the relative adjusted price index is28
Pi
Pk
=
(
λi
λk
) 1
1−σ P˜i
P˜k
.
The ratio in parentheses is defined to be
λi
λk
=
∑
ω∈Nj pi(ω)xi(ω)∑
ω∈N pi(ω)xi(ω)∑
ω∈Nk pk(ω)xk(ω)∑
ω∈N pk(ω)xk(ω)
=
∑
ω∈Nj pi(ω)xi(ω)∑
ω∈Nk pk(ω)xk(ω)
where the simplification on the right side is true if the varieties imported from i are
a subset of the varieties imported from k. Plugging this into equation () yields
Xi
Xk
=
(
λi
λk
)
P˜ 1−σik = EMikP˜
1−σ
ik ,
where the variable P˜ik is ratio of the relative price indices for the two countries.
Feenstra (1994) describes this variable as the relative price index when new varieties
are not introduced between to periods in a time series context. I will take this variable
as a measure of the relative intensive margin between two countries or ratio of the
value of imports relative to the world in a common good set. This leads to the
equation that will be estimated,
Xij
Xkj
= EMijIMij .
28For further detail on the exact derivation, you should consult Feenstra (1994)
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Tables
Table 1.1: Country List
Afghanistan Djibouti Kuwait Romania
Albania Dominican Republic Kyrgyzstan Russian Federation
Algeria Ecuador Lao People’s Democratic Republic Rwanda
Angola Egypt Latvia Saint Kitts and Nevis
Argentina El Salvador Lebanon Samoa
Armenia Equatorial Guinea Liberia Saudi Arabia
Aruba Estonia Libyan Arab Jamahiriya Senegal
Australia Ethiopia Lithuania Serbia and Montenegro
Austria Fiji Macau (Aomen) Seychelles
Azerbaijan Finland Macedonia (the former Yugoslav Rep. of) Sierra Leone
Bahamas France Madagascar Singapore
Bahrain French Guiana Malawi Slovakia
Bangladesh Gabon Malaysia Slovenia
Barbados Gambia Mali Somalia
Belarus Georgia Malta South Africa
Belgium and Luxembourg Germany Mauritania Spain
Belize Ghana Mauritius Sri Lanka
Benin Greece Mexico Sudan
Bermuda Greenland Micronesia (Federated States of) Suriname
Bhutan Guadeloupe Moldova, Rep.of Sweden
Bolivia Guatemala Mongolia Switzerland
Bosnia and Herzegovina Guinea Morocco Syrian Arab Republic
Brazil Guinea-Bissau Mozambique Taiwan
Bulgaria Guyana Nepal Tajikistan
Burkina Faso Haiti Netherland Antilles Tanzania, United Rep. of
Burma Honduras Netherlands Thailand
Burundi Hong Kong New Caledonia Togo
Cambodia Hungary New Zealand Trinidad and Tobago
Cameroon Iceland Nicaragua Tunisia
Canada India Niger Turkey
Central African Republic Indonesia Nigeria Turkmenistan
Chad Iran Norway Uganda
Chile Iraq Oman Ukraine
China Ireland Pakistan United Arab Emirates
Colombia Israel Panama United Kingdom
Comoros Italy Papua New Guinea United States of America
Congo Jamaica Paraguay Uruguay
Congo (Democratic Republic of the) Japan Peru Uzbekistan
Costa Rica Jordan Philippines Venezuela
Croatia Kazakstan Poland Viet Nam
Cyprus Kenya Portugal Yemen
Czech Republic Kiribati Qatar Zambia
Cote d’Ivoire Korea Reunion Zimbabwe
Denmark
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Table 1.2: Country List by Income Classification
High Income High Middle Income Low Middle Income Low Income
Aruba Albania Angola Afghanistan
Australia Algeria Armenia Bangladesh
Austria Argentina Belize Benin
Bahamas Azerbaijan Bhutan Burkina Faso
Bahrain Belarus Bolivia Burma
Barbados Bosnia and Herzegovina Cameroon Burundi
Belgium and Luxembourg Brazil Congo Cambodia
Bermuda Bulgaria Cote d’Ivoire Central African Republic
Canada Chile Djibouti Chad
Croatia China Egypt Comoros
Cyprus Colombia El Salvador Congo (Democratic Republic of the)
Czech Republic Costa Rica Fiji Ethiopia
Denmark Dominican Republic Georgia Gambia
Equatorial Guinea Ecuador Ghana Guinea
Estonia Gabon Guatemala Guinea-Bissau
Finland Iran Guyana Haiti
France Jamaica Honduras Kenya
French Guiana Jordan India Kyrgyzstan
Germany Kazakstan Indonesia Liberia
Greece Latvia Iraq Madagascar
Greenland Lebanon Kiribati Malawi
Guadeloupe Libyan Arab Jamahiriya Lao People’s Democratic Republic Mali
Hong Kong Lithuania Mauritania Mozambique
Hungary Macedonia(the former Yugoslav Rep. of) Micronesia (Federated States of) Nepal
Iceland Malaysia Moldova, Rep.of Niger
Ireland Mauritius Mongolia Rwanda
Israel Mexico Morocco Sierra Leone
Italy Panama Nicaragua Somalia
Japan Peru Nigeria Tajikistan
Korea Romania Pakistan Tanzania, United Rep. of
Kuwait Russian Federation Papua New Guinea Togo
Macau (Aomen) Saint Kitts and Nevis Paraguay Uganda
Malta Seychelles Philippines Zimbabwe
Netherland Antilles South Africa Samoa
Netherlands Suriname Senegal
New Caledonia Thailand Serbia and Montenegro
New Zealand Tunisia Sri Lanka
Norway Turkey Sudan
Oman Uruguay Syrian Arab Republic
Poland Venezuela Turkmenistan
Portugal Ukraine
Qatar Uzbekistan
Reunion Viet Nam
Saudi Arabia Yemen
Singapore Zambia
Slovakia
Slovenia
Spain
Sweden
Switzerland
Taiwan
Trinidad and Tobago
United Arab Emirates
United Kingdom
United States of America
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Table 1.3: Relative Margins for NAFTA Members, China, and Germany in 1995
Exporter Importer Extensive Margin Intensive Margin Bilateral Margin
Canada China 0.8904 0.0238 0.0212
Canada Germany 0.8865 0.0089 0.0079
Canada Mexico 0.9222 0.0208 0.0192
Canada USA 0.9983 0.1913 0.1910
China Canada 0.8216 0.0256 0.0211
China Germany 0.8848 0.0281 0.0249
China Mexico 0.8457 0.0086 0.0073
China USA 0.9608 0.0658 0.0633
Germany Canada 0.9302 0.0234 0.0218
Germany China 0.9054 0.0697 0.0631
Germany Mexico 0.9186 0.0410 0.0376
Germany USA 0.9836 0.0504 0.0496
Mexico Canada 0.9162 0.0266 0.0244
Mexico China 0.4917 0.0031 0.0015
Mexico Germany 0.7574 0.0019 0.0014
Mexico USA 0.9802 0.0833 0.0817
USA Canada 1.0000 0.6801 0.6801
USA China 0.9847 0.1279 0.1260
USA Germany 0.9566 0.0722 0.0691
USA Mexico 0.9998 0.7462 0.7460
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Table 1.4: Five Year Pooled: Years 1962-2007
Extensive Intensive Bilateral
distance (log) -0.714∗∗ -0.563∗∗ -1.278∗∗
(0.013) (0.012) (0.019)
religion 0.297∗∗ 0.202∗∗ 0.499∗∗
(0.034) (0.039) (0.052)
language 0.300∗∗ -0.030 0.270∗∗
(0.028) (0.032) (0.043)
legal 0.024 0.178∗∗ 0.202∗∗
(0.018) (0.021) (0.028)
contiguity 0.106 0.208∗∗ 0.315∗∗
(0.075) (0.053) (0.092)
com. colonizer 0.435∗∗ 0.194∗∗ 0.630∗∗
(0.027) (0.033) (0.043)
colonial 0.663∗∗ 0.670∗∗ 1.333∗∗
(0.062) (0.057) (0.089)
island -0.257∗∗ -0.258∗∗ -0.515∗∗
(0.049) (0.058) (0.073)
landlocked -0.194∗∗ -0.332∗∗ -0.526∗∗
(0.062) (0.064) (0.084)
R-squared 0.608 0.520 0.677
N 110354 110354 110354
a
Standard errors in parentheses. Exporter-year and Importer-year fixed
effects. Clustering standard errors by country pairs. + (p ≤ 0.1), ∗ (p ≤
0.05), ∗∗ (p ≤ 0.01)
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Table 1.5: Five Year Pooled Time-trend: Years 1962-
2007
Extensive Intensive Bilateral
time∗distance 0.005 -0.052∗∗ -0.047∗∗
(0.003) (0.003) (0.005)
time∗religion 0.007 0.085∗∗ 0.093∗∗
(0.010) (0.011) (0.014)
time∗language 0.005 0.027∗∗ 0.033∗∗
(0.007) (0.009) (0.011)
time∗legal 0.013∗ 0.001 0.013+
(0.005) (0.006) (0.008)
time∗contiguity -0.009 0.032∗ 0.023
(0.013) (0.013) (0.019)
time∗colonizer -0.021∗∗ 0.017+ -0.004
(0.008) (0.009) (0.012)
time∗colonial -0.059∗∗ -0.054∗∗ -0.114∗∗
(0.010) (0.013) (0.017)
time∗island -0.025∗ -0.036∗∗ -0.011∗∗
(0.013) (0.015) (0.018)
time∗landlocked -0.002 -0.044∗ -0.047∗∗
(0.021) (0.021) (0.028)
R-squared 0.608 0.524 0.679
N 110354 110354 110354
a
Covariates without time interactions are suppressed. Standard errors in
parentheses. Exporter-year and Importer-year fixed effects. Clustering
standard errors by country pairs. + (p ≤ 0.1), ∗ (p ≤ 0.05), ∗∗ (p ≤ 0.01)
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Table 1.16: Five Year Pooled Results for Distance-
Interaction
Extensive Intensive Bilateral
dist*HIC -0.464∗∗ -0.596∗∗ -1.060∗∗
(0.020) (0.015) (0.025)
dist*HMIC -0.916∗∗ -0.581∗∗ -1.497∗∗
(0.019) (0.021) (0.030)
dist*LMIC -0.923∗∗ -0.528∗∗ -1.451∗∗
(0.022) (0.025) (0.036)
dist*LIC -0.873∗∗ -0.457∗∗ -1.330∗∗
(0.033) (0.034) (0.049)
R-squared 0.613 0.520 0.679
N 110354 110354 110354
a
Standard errors in parentheses. Exporter-year and Importer-year fixed effects.
Clustering standard errors by country pairs. + (p ≤ 0.1), ∗ (p ≤ 0.05), ∗∗ (p ≤
0.01)
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Figure 1.4: Bilateral Margin
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Chapter 2
Conditional Density Estimation:
Applied to International Trade
Flows
2.1 Introduction
International trade data is characterized by a large number of zeros between
bilateral country pairs in any given year. Helpman et al. (2008) and Silva and Ten-
reyro (2005) are two recent papers that highlight this issue and provide an empirical
approach to account for the presence of zeros that consistently estimate the param-
eters of interest. Traditionally country pairs not trading in any particular year have
been ignored during estimation of the gravity equation leading to a selection bias.
Figure 2.1 displays the positive and zero trade in a given year over the sample of
177 countries from 1995 to 2006. Roughly 53-62% of the observations for a bilateral
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country pair1 across the sample and the number of zeros has continuously fallen as
time has passed. The use of Ordinary Least Squares (i.e. OLS) in estimation of
the gravity equation results in researchers only using roughly half of the available
information unless other econometric techniques are employed.
Recent literature has made attempts to include the information captured by
the zero values in the estimation of the effects of trade barriers on bilateral trade.
Helpman et al. (2008) use a two-step procedure to account for the zero values in the
first stage, while Silva and Tenreyro (2005) use pseudo Poisson maximum likelihood
(PPML) to correct the selection bias created through simple OLS. The Conditional
Density estimation (henceforth CDE) used in this paper is based on Gilleskie and
Mroz (2004).
The CDE method provides a simple empirical method that eliminates the de-
cision to transform the data required to estimate the traditional gravity specification.
Silva and Tenreyro (2005) discuss the complications from the logarithmic transforma-
tion of trade values. These complications are due to the presence of heteroskedasticity
and lead to estimates that are inconsistent. Estimating trade values in levels instead
of the logarithmic allows the information captured in the zero trade values to be used
in determination of covariates as well as bypassing the problems due to transforma-
tion of the dependent variable. Furthermore, the CDE method is semi-nonparametric
estimation that will make no assumptions about the distribution of the dependent
variable. The method is considered semi-nonparametric because the researcher must
choose the number of intervals of support for the dependent variable and the degree
of polynomial for covariates. All of these choices are discussed in the section 3.
Section II provides a review of literature on previous econometric technique
1A country pair will show up twice in each year.
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to handle the zero trade values on the data. Section III will give a brief description
of the econometric technique that will be employed in this analysis. Section IV will
describe the results and section V will conclude.
2.2 Related Literature
The trade literature has made wide-spread use of the gravity equation since
its introduction by Tinbergen (1962) to analyze the effects of geographic barriers
and cultural similarities on bilateral trade. Estimation of the traditional gravity
equation requires transformation of the dependent variable by taking the log. This
causes countries with zero trade values to be disregarded. There have been several
modifications of the traditional estimation which will include zero trade values in the
estimation of trade costs. The simplest or ad hoc approach to deal with the zeros
is to add a constant2 (i.e. (Tij + c)) to all trading partners that do not trade in a
given year. Silva and Tenreyro (2005) show that this method of adding one to the
dependent variable performs poorly in Monte Carlo simulations. It has been shown
to regularly lead to inconsistent estimates but how severe the problem actually is will
depend on the data and model used by the researcher.
Silva and Tenreyro (2005) estimate the gravity equation in its multiplicative
form using a Poisson model commonly used for count data. The authors apply PPML
model to the non-integer values of bilateral trade which under weak assumptions does
not need to be distributed as Poisson. Estimating the gravity model3 in its multi-
plicative form allows for the inclusion of zero trade in addition to being consistent
in the presence of heteroskedasticity. The authors point out that trade economists’
2The constant can be any positive number but a common integer used is 1.
3The authors further state that this generally holds for all constant-elasticity models.
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interpretation of trade cost estimates as elasticities might not be accurate due to
Jensen’s inequality (i.e. E(ln(y)) 6= ln(E(y))) in the presence of heteroskedasticity.
The estimates of their model show that the income elasticities represented by the
GDPs of the origin and destination of bilateral trading partners are smaller (i.e. less
than 1) than those estimated in traditional gravity model. Additionally, distance
between trading partners and colonial ties are shown to be biased upwards in tradi-
tional gravity estimates. Martin and Pham (2008) perform Monte Carlo simulations
that indicate that PPML yields biased estimates when the frequency of zero trade
values is high. Estimation using the CDE does not require a transformation of the
dependent variable and, since the method is non-parametric, makes no assumption
about the distribution of the error term.
Helpman et al. (2008) (henceforth HMR) use a two-step Heckman selection
model to handle countries that do not trade in a given year. The theoretical model
described in their paper yields asymmetric trade flows between trading partners as
well as generate zero or positive trade flows between them. A probit regression is
used in the first stage of the estimation4 to account for zero and positive trade values.
The second stage is the traditional gravity estimation in its logarithmic form using a
statistic from the first stage is used to account for selection bias created by dropping
partners that don’t trade. The authors treat the probability of having non-zero
bilateral trade value as an omitted variable when estimating the traditional gravity
equation.
It is common to use a plausible exclusion variable that determines the prob-
ability that two countries trade but does not influence the amount of bilateral trade
when using a Heckman selection type model. This variable is used in the first stage
4This allows the researcher to account for the extensive margin of trade (i.e. the exporter’s
decision to export).
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probit but is removed from the second stage regression. HMR (2008) use religion as
the exclusion variable in their preferred model. Anderson (2010) comments that this
exclusion restriction will proxy for the fixed cost faced by the exporting firms in the
country of origin but not for the variable cost, which some feel the religion variable
does not accomplish. The CDE method is a one-step estimation that does not require
an exclusion variable to estimate.
2.3 Description of Method
The model used in this paper will follow the estimation technique described by
Gilleskie and Mroz (2004)5. The econometric method allows the researcher to create a
discrete approximation of the density function of trade values on geographic barriers
and cultural similarities between trading partners. This is accomplished through the
use of a sequence of conditional probability functions which will mimic the analysis
by a ”discrete time” hazard rate model.
The method is dependent on K intervals of support that place bilateral trade
pairs into each interval based on the value of trade. An arbitrary distribution function
is displayed in Figure 2.2 for the continuous trade variable. The continuous variable is
conditional on covariates x (i.e. trade costs) that have a density f(t|x). Each country
pair will be represented in the model twice6 in a given year, once as the country of
origin and once as the destination. Many potential country pairs do not trade in
any given year. Due to the large number of potential country pairs not trading, a
mass point at zero is present in any given year. These zeros will be placed in the first
5For more detail of the estimation technique, see the Appendix. For a complete description of
the method and its applications, refer to Gilleskie and Mroz (2004).
6Similar to Helpman et al. (2008).
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interval and the positive trade values are equally divided between the remaining K−1
intervals. The probability that the dependent variable will be in the kth interval as
shown in Figure 2.2 is
p[tk−1 ≤ T ≤ tk|x] = λ(k, x)
k−1∏
j=1
[1− λ(j, x)] . (2.1)
where λ is the ”discrete time hazard” function. This function is the conditional
probability that the dependent variable is in the kth interval and was not in any
previous interval,
λ(k, x) = p[tk−1 ≤ T ≤ tk|x, T ≥ tk−1] =
´ tk
tk−1
f(t|x)dt
1− ´ tk−1
t0
f(t|x)dt . (2.2)
Efron (1988) show that the loss in efficiency is quiet small when a discretization
using a sequence of logit hazard rates to approximate the distribution of a continuous
outcome.
To empirically estimate the model, a logit model can be used to estimate
the probability that a country pair falls in the kth interval and not any previous
interval. Although a separate logit model could be used to estimate each interval,
the current paper follows Gilleskie and Mroz (2004) by estimating one logit model
with the covariates in addition to their polynomials and the unconditional probability
that an observation falls in the kth interval. The unconditional probability that the
dependent variable falls in the kth interval and not in a previous interval is
αk = −ln(K − k) ∀k < K . (2.3)
To implement the estimation technique, the researcher must make a choice
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of the number of intervals and degree of the polynomial interactions between the
covariates. Suppose K ′ intervals of support are chosen, then the value of the log-
likelihood of the discrete distribution function is
L(T |K ′) =
N∑
i=1
ln
 K′∏
k=1
{
λ(k, x(i))
k−1∏
j
[1− λ(j, x(i))]
}1(t(i)∈[tk−1,tk]) . (2.4)
Following Gilleskie and Mroz (2004), a comparison of the choice of K ′ intervals is
made to the log-likelihood of K = 1 with R sub-intervals. When K is 1, the number
of R sub-intervals will split the dependent variable equally between each sub-interval
which makes the comparison,
L∗(T |R, 1) = L(T |K ′) +Nln(R) where R = K . (2.5)
The choice of intervals will depend on the choice of K which maximize (5), where N
is the number of observations not at a mass point. Using equation (5), the present
sample indicates that 42 intervals of support maximize the goodness of fit. The degree
of polynomial is chosen through upward testing and, for the current paper, the degree
of polynomial is three7. A model with polynomial of degree one will also be estimated
to make comparison with previous literature estimates as well as the preferred model
with polynomial of degree three.
The estimation will calculate the average derivative across the sample as well
as the implied elasicity at the mean of trade for the continous variables. For binary
variables, the average derivative for a movement from 0 to 1 will be calculated along
with the percentage change in E(trade|x) due to the deviation. The evaluation point
7Through upward testing using the Wald test, up to a degree of 5 was shown to be statistically
significant. A degree of 3 for the polynomial added more flexibility than the previous estimation in
the trade literature.
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within each interval is important because it depends on several observations of country
pairs. The evaluation point chosen for this analysis is the the mean of each interval
and the marginal and percentage change are the simple arithmetic average across the
entire sample.
2.4 Description of Data
The data used in the CDE is the year 1995 from Head et al. (2010) for 177
countries8. The covariates used in the current paper include distance (in km) and
Gross Domestic Product for each partner country as well as various binary variables
which proxy for geographic barriers and cultural similarities between bilateral trade
partners shown in Table 2.2.
Trade values are free on board from the origin country that are reported in
millions of US dollars. The variable GDP will also be reported in millions of US
dollars9. Larger market size should benefit both the exporter and importer. The
distance variable is a measure of transportation costs in kilometers between trading
partners and calculated using the ”great circle distance” formula using longitude and
latitude of the most populous city in each country.
The other covariates used are contiguity, common language (official), com-
mon colonizer, colonial relationship, common legal origin, common currency, regional
trade agreements, and membership to GATT/WTO to capture similar bilateral char-
acteristics shared by potential trading partners. All the variables have been shown in
8The data can be downloaded from the CEPII website
(www.cepii.fr/anglaisgraph/bdd/gravity.html). A complete list of countries is provided in
the Appendix, Table 2.1. Since the method is computationally intensive, only 1995 was used. A
longer time horizon will be investigated in the future.
9For any country missing GDP values in 1995, the CIA World Factbook was used to fill in these
missing values.
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previous trade literature to effect trade volume between countries.
The contiguity variable represents geographical proximity between countries
and is expected to lower trade costs through increasing transportation options. The
contiguity variable is 110 for countries sharing a common border and zero otherwise.
This variable captures the geographical proximity that will lower shipping costs be-
tween bilateral pairs not captured in the variable distance. Common official language
will proxy for ease of communicating information about traded goods where shar-
ing a common language will increase trade volume. The variable common colonizer
indicates the situation where the bilateral pair share a common colonizer. The co-
variate will be one for the United States and Canada which were both colonized by
the United Kingdom. Colonial relationship and common colonizer represent a long
historical association between trading partners that will increase trade volume. The
variable common currency will proxy of the ease of transactions between trading
partners.
Common legal origins can affect the type of regulations and enforcement of
contracts within a country where exporters with similar legal origins have a better
understanding of them. This familiarity is an advantage to exporters with similar
structured legal system who have the ability to navigate through the procedures and
have an increased understanding of the legal enforcement they face in the importing
country. Membership in a regional trade agreement or GATT/WTO will lower the
tariffs faced by exporters that participate in either of the arrangements.
10For all binary variables, if the country pair share the characteristic, the variable will coded as 1
and zero otherwise
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2.5 Results
In this section, the estimated changes in trade are reported for deviations of
each covariate across the entire sample. The average derivative and elaciticity cal-
culated at the mean of trade are reported for all continous variables. The average
derivative and percentage change in E(t) are reported for a marginal impact of a dis-
crete change in a binary variables from 0 to 1. The results are also shown graphically
for a representative bilateral country pair for changes in GDPs and distance. The
country characteristics are shown in Table 2.6 for the Figures 2.3-2.8. The GDPs and
bilateral distance are shown for the 20th, 50th, and 80th percentiles and represent
low, middle, and high values of each variable. The common religion is set to the
mean value and all other variables are 0 which represents each bilateral characteristic
is missing for the country pair. The common language variable is later set to 1 and
the model is re-estimated for comparison. Although the estimates of the model with
no interactions is shown in Table 2.3, all further results for this model are in the
Appendix since all tests indicate that the model with interaction is more appropriate.
2.5.1 Estimates
In the top portion of Table 2.3, the results for the continuous variables for
both the model with no interactions and with interactions are shown11. Distance in
both models provide very similar estimates of the average derivative and elasticity.
For a 1 kilometer increase in distance, expected trade falls by $21,400 in the with
polynomial of degree one and $23,100 with polynomial degree three. The elasticity
calculated at the mean of trade is much smaller than estimated in previous literature.
11For further details on the model without interactions, see Appendix.
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The estimates of geographic distance that represents transport costs on trade flows
appear to be lower using the CDE than in the standard gravity estimation.
The effect of a $1 million increase in GDP is 70% higher for the exporter
compared to the effect on trade for the importer. The increase in exporter’s GDP will
result in an increase of trade by $4,900 and only $2,900 for the importer. This could
simply be caused by the fact that exporter have fewer options where to send their
goods so any increase in distance will have a larger effect on trade value. Importers
have many options when it comes to the purchase of products and substitutions can
be made between exporters. The elasticity measures are almost equivalent but these
measures are far from an income elasticity of unity as suggested by the Anderson and
van Wincoop (2003) model.
The trade cost dummy variables are reported in the bottom portion of Table
2.3. The derivative is the deviation in expected trade for a discrete change in the
covariate from 0 to 1. The effect of a colonial relationship on expected trade is an
additional $102 million. The percentage change in trade for a colonial relationship is
much smaller than the previous literature that is commonly larger than 1. Many of
the estimates for the model are larger or smaller than the previous estimates of trade
costs due to the interaction of covariates. The most notable changes are the variables
contiguity and island. Allowing for interactions will increase the effect of sharing a
common border by $3.9 billion. The indicator for whether the exporter or importer
is an island actually changes signs.
Table 2.4 reports the results of the derivatives and elasticities at quintiles
for distance, GDP of exporter, and GDP of importer. The derivative of distance is
again interpreted as the expected change in trade in millions of dollars. Bilateral
trade for partners that are in the first quintile of distance will fall by $85,500 for a
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1 kilometer change in distance. The derivative decreases as the distance is increased
across each quintile group. The elasticity measure for distance reaches a peak at the
60th percentile and for the most part descreases for higher percentiles. The effect
of a 1% change in distance causes a larger percentage change in bilateral trade for
country pairs with larger geographical distances12.
The GDP variables are similar to each other in that they both show, that as
the percentile interval increases, the effect on trade is falling. As the GDP of the
exporter grows, the derivative of trade is falling from $13,200 in the first quintile to
$800 in the last. This could occur simply because more production is being consumed
domestically as GDP is rising or that the trade to GDP ratio falls for higher income
countries. In 20th Percentile, a $1 million dollar increase in GDP will increase the
expected value of trade by $13,200 for the origin country and only $6,500 for the
destination country. This larger impact of GDP for the exporter holds throughout
all the intervals showing larger benefits to exporter’s growth than the importer’s
growth. The elasticity is descreasing for both the origin and destination country.
Larger countries benefit less with respect to trade from increases in GDP than smaller
countries.
2.5.2 Graphs
The representative country pair characteristics are shown Table 2.5. Figure
2.3 represents the effect of increases in distance at 500 kilometers increments from
the median value of the sample and the when the exporter is defined as low income.
In Figure 2.4, the GDP of the exporter is increased to the median value of the sample
and Figure 2.5 shows high income exporters. The 3 graphs in each figure represent
12This is true for all the intervals except the 60th Percentile.
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3 separate levels of income for the importing country and the percentage change in
trade when the distance is increased from the median distance. The graphs also
show the differenet effects if the representative country had a common language. The
implied effect on trade for a common language is a larger loss in percentage trade due
to distance.
All the graphs show a larger percentage decrease in trade as distance increases
from the median distance. The market size of the importer also affects the percentage
loss in trade due to distance. Low and middle income exporters have a larger loss in
trade when the importer is considered high income than for lower income importers.
Only when the exporter is high income is it the case that this effect is reversed. As
the income of the importer rises for high income countries, the decreasing effect of
distance is diminished for larger income countries. High income countries suffer less
as a percentage loss in trade when the importer has a larger market size.
Figures 2.6-2.8 look at the effects of increasing the origin and destination
country’s GDP at $500 million increments. The effects of distance on the exporter
are shown in blue and the importer are shown in orange. The exporter or importer
is paired with a partner country whose GDP is set at the median value of GDP. The
graphs also shows how this effect differs at the 20th, 50th, and 80th percentile of
distance and include the 95% confidence intervals. The confidence intervals for the
exporter’s GDP are much wider than for changes in the importer’s GDP. The figures
indicate that exporters benefit more than the importer for incremental changes in
GDP given the characteristcs of the representative country pair. Only in Figure 2.8
where both countries are high income, the effect of increasing income for the exporter
and importer are almost equivalent.
Low and middle income countries have larger increases in percentage change
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in trade as the market size of the country grows than high income countries. As
geographic distance increases, the positive increase in trade falls for low and middle
income countries. These countries experience higher percentage increases in trade as
GDP rises and this is experienced more for closer partner countries. This effect is
reversed when we look at high income countries possibly through greater access to
resources. Something apparent in Figure 2.8 is that, when looking at high income
countries, the effect of changing GDP appears to be linear.
2.6 Conclusion
Data used to analyze trade costs in international trade literatue are charac-
terized by a large number of countries that do not trade. This fact has lead to issues
in the traditional estimation techniques used in the literature. Using the standard
gravity equation, country pair that do not trade will be dropped from the estimation
of trade costs leading to selection bias. Helpman et al. (2008) and Silva and Tenreyro
(2005) are recent papers that provide empirical approaches to account for the selec-
tion bias and consistently estimate the parameters. The CDE method is a simple
empirical method to include the zero trade values as well as adding flexibility in the
estimation process.
The CDE is a semi-nonparametric estimation technique that eliminates the
need the transform the dependent variable. The method requires a few choices to be
made with respect to the number of intervals of support and the degree of polynomial
to use for the covariates. These choices are aided by empirical methods to improve
the outcome of the choices.
Using the CDE method, the distance, GDP of origin, and GDP of destina-
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tion appear to be lower than in the standard gravity estimation. This would imply
that transportation costs and market size of a country have less of an affect on bi-
lateral trade flows than previous methods. The derivative indicates that the effect of
increasing the market size of a country is larger for the exporter than the importer.
Quintiles for distance, GDP of origin, and GDP of destination were also es-
timated to see how the derivative and elasticity calculated at the mean change over
the ranges. The derivative for trade with respect to each variable is decreasing as
the distance grouping is increasing across each quintile. The elasticity for distance
is rising and the elasticity for GDPs is falling across each quintile. This implies that
larger distances and GDPs have a smaller effect on the level of trade. Although the
level of trade is falling, the elasticity for distance implies the percentage increase in
trade is rising across each quintile and the elasticity for GDPs is falling.
The figures indicate that increasing distance at 500 kilometer increments in-
creases the percentage loss in trade given the characteristics in Table 2.5. For low
and middle income countries, this effect is increasing as the size of the importer’s
market is increased. The figures also show that increasing the GDP of the importer
and exporter at $500 million increments increases the percentage gain in trade. The
percentage increase is greatest for low income countries and descreases as their market
size is increasing.
This project will be extended to compare the CDE model and the recent
methods proposed by Helpman et al. (2008) and Silva and Tenreyro (2005). Ad-
ditionally, the elasticity measures currently used in the paper are estimated at the
mean of trade. For comparison, how these current estimates of elasticity are related
to constant elasticity measures of the gravity model are needed.
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Appendix A Gilleskie and Mroz (2004)
The method of estimation in Gilleskie and Mroz (2004) is applicable to a wide
range of problems described in their paper. The discrete CDE allows for more flexi-
ble modeling approach where researchers have in the past relied more on restrictive
functional models. The general model will be described in greater detail than was
described in the current paper’s ”Description of Method” section.
The first choice a researcher must make to implement the CDE method em-
pirically is to decide on the width of each interval. The choice of interval size made in
Gilleskie and Mroz (2004) Monte Carlo simulations was to place an equal number of
observations in each interval. Allowing the an equal number of observations in each
interval is equivalent to allowing for a monotonic transformation of the dependent
variable. Only in the case where the dependent variable has a significant mass point,
an interval will be created that these observation will be placed.
A range of K ′ intervals are chosen to break apart the dependent variable with
an equal number, K/N , of observations placed in each interval except in the case of
a mass point. The mass point in the case of bilateral trade occurs at zero13 and these
observation will be placed in the first interval. The value of the log-likelihood of the
discrete distribution function given the choice of K intervals is
L(T |K ′) =
N∑
i=1
ln
 K′∏
k=1
{
λ(k, x(i))
k−1∏
j
[1− λ(j, x(i))]
}1(t(i)∈[tk−1,tk]) . (6)
A comparison is of this log-likelihood for K ′ interval is made to the choice of R
subintervals if the researcher chooses just one interval. The adjusted log-likelihood is
13A bilateral pair has no observed trade.
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L∗(Y |R, 1) = L(T |K ′) +Nln(R) where R = K . (7)
As the researcher increases the number intervals used in the estimation, it becomes
increasingly more difficult to predict exactly which interval an observation will fall
into. The researcher will choose the number of intervals K that maximize the adjusted
log-likelihood.
The third choice the researcher must make is the evaluation point of the out-
come variable within each interval. The authors note that the evaluation point,
h∗(k|K), might be very important when the researcher works with small samples.
This paper will follow Gilleskie and Mroz (2004) evaluation point as the simple arith-
metic average of each interval,
h∗(k|K) =
∑
y∈[yk−1,yk) h(y)∑
[yk−1,yk) 1
. (8)
Next, the approximation of the conditional density functions is made using
the hazard rate decomposition where the density function is p[tk−1 ≤ T ≤ tk|x]. As
discussed in the current paper, the researcher could estimate separate logit regressions
for each separate interval which could be inefficient as well as time consuming to keep
up with additional parameters. The use of one logit regression using the covariates
as well as the interval number is much easier in practice. The additional covariate
used in the one large logit function is the interval number which can be calculated
using the unconditional probability of falling in the kth interval. The unconditional
probability that the dependent variable falls in the kth interval and not in a previous
interval is
αk = −ln(K − k) ∀k < K . (9)
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Using αk as a covariate would be equivalent to using dummy variable for an obser-
vation being in a particular interval or estimating separate logit functions for each
interval.
The researcher can also use polynomial functions of the covariates to add
flexibility to the estimation. The choice of the degree of polynomial used in Gilleskie
and Mroz (2004) was determined through downwards testing using the Wald test.
In the current paper, upward testing was used to guide selection of the degree of
polynomial which can lead to a model that is too complex.
Lastly, the researcher must choose which of the expected outcome of interest
other researchers and policy makers will be interested in given their current topic of
analysis. Gilleskie and Mroz (2004) choose to calculate the arc derivatives due to a
change in explanatory variables holding constant the h∗(k|K) or the evaluation point
for each interval.
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Appendix B Polynomial 1 Results
B.1 Tables
In this section, the results for the model with no interactions is discussed
further. This model would be more closely related with previous estimates of trade
costs in the literature that assume independence between trade resistance measures.
The top portion of Table 2.3 show the derivative and elasticity calculated at the mean
of trade for the continous variables.
An increase in distance by 1 kilometer decreases expected trade by $21,400.
The elasticity is much smaller than in previous literature using the gravity equation.
The measures of the derivative and elasticity are very similar to the correct specifi-
cation which include the interactions of covariates. The derivative with respect the
GDP of the country implies that trade would increase expected trade by $10,800 for
the exporter and $4,100 for the importer for a $1 million increase in GDP. This result
implies that exporter benefits more than the importer for an increase in its market
size. This result is similar when using the correct model. The calculated elasticity at
the mean of trade for the country of origin is close to unity which in consistent with
Anderson and van Wincoop (2003). The income elasticity calculation for the importer
is 0.64 and somewhat smaller than unity. Although the elasticities decrease when the
correct model is used, the fall in elasticity is much more for the origin country. The
elasticities with respect to GDPs also become similar in magnitude.
The trade cost dummy variables are reported in the bottom portion of Table
2.3. The is the deviation in expected trade for a discrete change in the covariate from
0 to 1. The average change in trade for a country for a discrete change in the colonial
variable from 0 to 1 increases trade by $120 million. The average percentage change
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in trade is 62% which is smaller than in previous literature. Similarly, Contiguity and
RTAs will increase trade by $169 and $66 million.
Table 2.6 reports the results of the derivatives and elasticities at quintiles for
distance, GDP of exporter, and GDP of importer. The derivative of distance is again
interpreted as the expected change in trade in millions of dollars. Bilateral trade for
partners that are in the first quintile of distance will fall by $81,000 for a 1 kilometer
change in distance. The derivative decreases as the distance measured by the quintiles
is increasing and the estimated elasticity for the most part is increasing.
The GDP variables are similar to each other in that they both show that as the
Percentile interval increases the effect on trade is falling. As an exporter GDP grows,
the percentage change in trade is falling or more of production is being consumed
domestically. In 20th Percentile, a $1 million dollar increase in GDP will increase
the expected value of trade by $28,300 for the origin country and only $8,200 for the
destination country. This larger impact of GDP on the exporter holds throughout all
the intervals showing larger benefits to exporter’s growth than the importer’s growth.
The elasticity is descreasing for both the origin and destination country. This also
indicates that larger countries benefit less with respect to trade from increases in
GDP than smaller countries.
The results for the quintile results are similar to the preferred model in Table
2.4. This implies that, other than just the magnitude, interacting distance and GDP
of destination with all covariates have small, if any, affect on the estimates across the
quintiles. The estimates of the origin’s GDP is smaller for preferred model by about
half for both the derivative and elasticity across the groupings.
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B.2 Graphs
The representative country pair characteristics are shown Table 2.5. Figures
2.9-2.11 represents the effect of increases in distance from the median values at 500 km
increments. The figures show the effect varies across the income levels of the origin
and destination country also indicating whether the country pair have a common
language. The verticle axis on each graph represents the percentage change in the
expected value of trade. As geographic distance increases, the percentage loss in trade
grows indicating the negative impact of distance found in previous literature. The
results discussed in the results section of the paper for the preferred model hold for
the model with no interaction.
Figures 2.12-2.14 investigates the effects of increasing the origin and destina-
tion county’s GDP at $500 million increments. The origin country is represnted in
the figures as blue and destination country are shown in orange. The figures also
show the effects for the 20th, 50th, and 80th percentile of distance. The magnitudes
of the effect of increasing GDP are much larger for the model without interactions.
The results are similar to those discussed in the paper.
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Tables
Table 2.1: Country List
Albania Croatia Italy Nepal Suriname
Algeria Cyprus Ivory Coast Netherlands Swaziland
Angola Czech Republic Jamaica New Zealand Sweden
Antigua And Barbuda Denmark Japan Nicaragua Switzerland
Argentina Djibouti Jordan Niger Syria
Armenia Dominica Kazakhstan Nigeria Taiwan
Australia Dominican Republic Kenya Norway Tajikistan
Austria Ecuador Kiribati Oman Tanzania
Azerbaijan Egypt Korea Pakistan Thailand
Bahamas El Salvador Kuwait Palau Togo
Bahrain Equatorial Guinea Kyrgyzstan Panama Tonga
Bangladesh Estonia Laos Papua New Guinea Trinidad And Tobago
Barbados Ethiopia Latvia Paraguay Tunisia
Belarus Fiji Lebanon Peru Turkey
Belgium Finland Lesotho Philippines Turkmenistan
Belize France Liberia Poland UK
Benin Gabon Libya Portugal USA
Bhutan Gambia Lithuania Qatar Uganda
Bolivia Georgia Luxembourg Romania Ukraine
Botswana Germany Macao, China Russia United Arab Emirates
Brazil Ghana Macedonia Rwanda Uruguay
Brunei Darussalam Greece Madagascar Saint Kitts and Nevis Uzbekistan
Bulgaria Grenada Malawi Saint Lucia Vanuatu
Burkina Faso Guatemala Malaysia St. Vincent and Grenadines Venezuela
Burundi Guinea Maldives Samoa Vietnam
Cambodia Guinea-Bissau Mali Saudi Arabia Yemen
Cameroon Guyana Malta Senegal Zaire
Canada Haiti Marshall Islands Seychelles Zambia
Cape Verde Honduras Mauritania Sierra Leone Zimbabwe
Central African Rep. Hong Kong Mauritius Singapore
Chad Hungary Mexico Slovak Republic
Chile Iceland Micronesia Slovenia
China India Moldova Solomon Islands
Colombia Indonesia Mongolia South Africa
Comoros Iran Morocco Spain
Congo P.R. Ireland Mozambique Sri Lanka
Costa Rica Israel Namibia Sudan
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Table 2.2: Summary Statistics
Continuous Variables Mean Std. Dev. Min Max
Trade Value 184.05 2267.56 0 168185.6
GDP of Exporter 166297.9 719018.9 46.002 7342300
GDP of Importer 166297.9 719018.9 46.003 7342300
Distance 7993.73 4492.3 10.479 19951.16
Religion 0.155 0.223 0 1
Dummy Variables
Regional Trade Agreement 0.040 0.197
Gatt/WTO 0.482 0.500
Contiguity 0.017 0.129
Common Language 0.161 0.368
Common Colonizer 0.107 0.310
Colonial 0.012 0.109
Common Legal 0.320 0.467
Common Currency 0.007 0.083
Island 0.384 0.486
Landlocked 0.357 0.479
a Distance is kilometers from each country’s most populated city.
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Table 2.5: Variables for graphs.
Continuous Variables 20th (Low) 50th (Middle) 80th (High)
GDP 1364.41 7111.27 92502.55
Distance 3810.34 7577.48 12146.27
Other Variables
Religion 0
RTA 0
GATT/WTO 0
Contiguity 0
Common Language (Official) 0
Common Colonizer 0
Colonial Relationship 0
Common Legal Origin 0
Common Currency 0
Island 0
Landlocked 0
a Distance is kilometers from each countries most populated city. 20th, 50th, and
80th refer to percentiles.
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Figures
Figure 2.1: Percentage of Positive and Zero Trade
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Figure 2.2: Density Function
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